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I. INTRODUCTION 
In [l, Eq. (2)] a special case of [2, Theorem I] (another special case of 
which was conjectured by Feynman in connection with the Ising model 
for ferromagnetism) is shown to be an analogue of an identity used by Witt, 
the special case playing a role relative to free groups analogous to that 
played by the Witt identity relative to free semigroups. Furthermore, in 
[l] the question is raised of establishing the special case by methods short of 
proving [2, Theorem I]. In the current note a selfcontained proof of a non- 
commutative generalization of the special case is presented. More explicitly, 
given a set X1 and a mapping p of Xi into a certain algebra A we verify the 
identity of the formal products n{( 1 - px)‘: x E Xi} andfl{( 1 - pg): g E C} 
where the subset C of the free group G generated by X, is such that every 
g E G, g f eG is conjugate of some positive power of one and only one 
element of C and where p: G --f =1 is defined below. Since these definitions 
are not independent of the choice of X, it is convenient to introduce the set X 
consisting of the elements of S, together with their inverses so that =1 is the 
algebra over the ring R of the free monoid F generated by X. The anti- 
automorphism (of period 2) cy: F-t F, the idempotent endomorphism /3: F-F, 
the epimorphism Y: F + G are defined by their restriction to X,, that is 
for all x E Xi, s = p-v = piys; (ox)-’ = v(~x. 
The set P of the so called reduced words is the complement in F of the ideal 
generated by all words sors(s E S) and, as it is well known, the restriction 
of v to E is a bijection. \Ve abbreviate {f E F: f # l} by Ff. 
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II. WEIGHT FUNCTION 
Let there be given a partial order @ (where @ means not 0) on X1 and a 
mapping r: Xi X Xi --t R. Writing s(.z’, x’) = - 1 if JC @ x’, = + 1 otherwise, 
we extend Y to a mapping X x X- R by the following rules: 
For any 3, x’ E X, x f .t.’ 
1. Y(LyX, U) = Y(X, w) = -1, 
2. Y(X,S’) = S(X,X’)Y(S,ax) = --s(x’,x)Y(owc,x’) = --S(N,X')S(X', )Y(OIX, cd) 
3. Y(X, ax) = Y(ax, x) = 0. 
For any f E Ff, f = xi, xi0 ... xi, (xi,, xi,, *.., x,, E X) we define 
and pf = p’f . /3f E A. For g E G, g # e,, we define pg -= pf where 
f( = v-lg n P) is the reduced word representing g. 
In equivalent manner, let p be any representation of F by X x X matrices 
conjugate to the representation CL’ defined for all .V E X by (CL’ x),,,,., = 
Y(X, x”) if .v = x’, = 0 otherwise. 
Then, it is easily verified that for all f EF+, Tr pf = p’f In the case 
treated in [I, p. 2261, the relation x’ @ .v corresponds to the relation “x # x’ 
and the loop x’ is contained in the loop Y.” See Fig. 2. For each x, x’ E X, 
T(X, x’) = f 1. This can be arranged as follows: By a homeomorphism 
of the plane onto itself the loops from the origin as center can all be displaced 
into the first quadrant. Each x E X corresponds to a counterclockwise loop 
and xi < xA’, means that the initial tangent vector to x, at the origin makes 
a smaller acute angle with the positive x-axis than the acute angle the initial 
tangent vector to xj makes with the positive x-axis. Let y(xi, JZ,) = s(~~, xi) 
for all i < j, Y(Y,, xj) = -1 for all i > j, and Y(.x~, .YJ = -1 for all i. Thus 
in Fig. 1, .x @ x’ and s’ @ s while x < x’. 
c x- axis 
FIG. 1. x@x',x'@x,x <x' 
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and r(.r, x’) is given by Table I. For the case of Fig. 2 we have s’ @ x, 
s @ x’, and s < .x’ and r is given by Table II. A geometric interpretation 
v P LY r .v' 1s' 
.Y -1 0 I 1 
xl” 0 --I --I -1 
x’ -I -I -1 0 
.xX I 1 0 -I 
FIG. 2. x’ @ x, x @ x’, x < x’ 
TABLE II 
x -1 0 -1 -1 
ax 0 -1 --I -1 
x’ -1 1 -1 0 
LYX’ 1 -1 0 -1 
of r(s, x’) is that -1 corresponds to an odd number of traversals of the 
fourth quadrant by the tangent vector as it goes from the initial vector of x 
to the final vector of x to the initial vector of x’ and +I corresponds to an 
even number of traversals. Thus in the case of Fig. 1, for Y(X, x’) we have 
Fig. 3 yielding T(X, x’) = 1, while in the case of Fig. 1 for Y(x’, xx) we have 
Fig. 4 yielding Y(x’, LXX) = -1. 
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FIG. 3. r(x,x') = 1 
X- axis 
FIG. 4. Y(X',OOC) = -I 
III. LEXCOGRAPHIC STANDARD WORDS 
Let < be a lexicographic order on the free monoid F and define the subset 
H of F+ (= {f E F; f # t)) by the condition that f E H if and only if f = f’f”; 
f’, f” fzF+- implies f cf”. 
LEMMA 1. [331 T o awry f G F+ there corresponds a unique triple f’ E F+, 
f” E F, m > 0 such that f -I (f’lf’)” and f ‘f” E H. 
PROOF: Let the subset 18’ of F+ be defined by the condition that f E H’ 
if and oniy if f = f ‘f”; f’, f” E F+ implies f < f”f’. The verification that H’ 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 and that H C H’ is immediate. We show 
H’CH. 
Assume that J fi, fi, fa t^ F+ are such that f = f tf, = fj3 and f <f ji. 
The first condition implies either fi =fJ4 or f2 =fif4 for some f4 E F. 
In the first case f = f,fJz <f& = f2fj4 implies f4f2 <fifa. HencejJJ2< f 
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and f $ H’. In the second case f2 =Jifi = fJ3 so that f = fif2. < f2fi, 
f&f3 < f,f4fi and f3 <;I fi. Since the degree off, is equal to the degree of fi, 
it follows that f3fif, C. f and f & H’. 
Thus if f = f ‘f” E Ii’; f’, .f” E Ff, then f" is not a left factor of f and 
f < f”f’ implies f cf”, that is, f E H concluding the proof. 
LEMMA 2 [4].’ Every f E F+ has otle and only one factorization f = hjl hip 
hi,,L where the elements h,, belong to Hand satisfy h,,,, C< h,m-l < .‘. < h,? < hzl. 
PROOF: Let f and the h,,‘s be as in the Lemma and further f =f,h’ where 
h’ E H admits him as a right factor. By definition there exists ~‘(1 < m’ < m) 
and a right factor f’ of h,,n, such that h’ = f’f”, and consequently 
f’ < h’. By Lemma I, h’ < h,, and hlNZ, <f’. However, him < h,,, by 
hypothesis so that hi,” = h’ showing by induction that any f has at most one 
factorization of the type described. 
Reciprocally, let vf denote for each f E F+ the right factor E Ff off that 
is minimal with respect to <. By Lemma 1, vf E H and, assuming f $ H, 
f =f”h’h where h = qf, h’ = q(f”h’) E H, and, by construction, h < h’h. 
Hence the existence of at least one factorization of the prescribed type will 
follow by induction once it is verified that h < h’. For this, assume h’ < h. 
Cancelling the common left factor of highest degree of h and h’ in the two 
relations h < h’h and h’ < h shows that h’ = h, and this ends the proof. 
IV. RIAIN RESULT 
Let a(f) denote the coefficient off E F in a E d and -4, = {a E A: a( 1) = l}. 
Let I = {i} be totally ordered by < and the mapping i -pz of I into A, 
be such that for each f E F+ the subset Pf = (i E I: pi(f) # 0} is finite. For 
each f E Ff we define 
where the summation is over all factorizations f = fl,fi, ... fim of f into an 
arbitrary number of factors fj, EF+ and for each such factorization over all 
pl, E Pf,l, pZ2 E Pf,,, ..., pim E Pfi, such that il < i2 ... < i,. Thus, 
1 + x Wlf: f E F+l is a well defined element of -4, which can be denoted 
by I;l{p: p E P; <} where P = (pz: i E I}. 
Since -4, is a group (with a-1 = 1 + &,0 (1 - a)n for each a E A,) 
it is easily verified that, setting p-1 > p’-l iff p’ < p, the inverse of 
1 We are indebted to I’. M. Cohn for calling our attention to the %Sov paper. 
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n{p: p E P; <} is precisely n {p-l: p E P; >}. In particular (with the nota- 
tions of Section III) if (1 - A)-’ > (1 - h’)-i iff h < h’, Lemma 2 can be 
interpreted as the identity 
n{(l - h)-l: h E H; >} = z {f:f~F}. 
Since the right member is equal to (I - x {AY x E X})-1 it follows: 
LEMMA 3 [2, Eq. 61. 
Let us assume that the lexicographic order < is now extended from X 
to XV &Y such that for all x, s’ E X, x < .t” implies N < OJ < x’ < LYX’ 
and x @ .1c’. On this larger domain the interpretation of < in terms of angular 
order of initial vectors is no longer valid. 
Setting n = {h E H: h” EF} it is easily verified from Lemma 1 that 
every g E G, g # e, is conjugate to one and only one element of the form 
(A)” with m > 0, h E R. 
THEOREM. [L Eq. WI 
II{ 1 - p.+: .r E xi; <} = n{l - ph: h E R; <}. 
PROOF: Since by definition 1 - p.~ = 1 - pti it is sufficient to verify 
for each .Y E X 
1 -px= n{l -pph:hERnxF; <>. 
For this, let K, be the set of all words of the form xf Ep where f has no 
factor .r’ < x and does not belong to F&Y. By construction K, C n and each 
h E l?n xF (more generally, each f EFn xF\Fm) has one and only one 
factorization as a product of elements of K,. Also if h = kf, h’ = k’f’, 
K, K’ E K,, and both f and f’ having x as a left factor, then the relation h < h’ 
implies K < A’. Thus one can find a lexicographically ordered free monoid 
F’ and a monomorphism 5: F’ + F such that F’ is generated by [-IKE and 
that an xF = &‘H’ where H’ is defined for F’ as H was defined for F in 
Section 3. 
Using Lemma 3 and the remark that for any h, h’ E Rn xF, pkk’ = pkpk’, 
it follows: 
Ii’{1 - pk: h E Rn xF; <> = 1 - c{pk: k E K,}. We verify that the 
right member reduces to 1 - px by constructing an involutory mapping 
7 of K,\(x) such that, identically, pTk + pk = 0. 
II 
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For this, consider an!. element k = s of K,.. It admits a factorization 
k = s PI xi:? .‘. $a, n-here p 11 _ 1 ; NIP, nr,, . I,,,, 
f /ht., -, &-, z }3Y ,,,, p.\,,, = pv. 
0; .ytL, .VTz, “‘. s, Es; ,I 
8x F p,,, Bs, 
Letj* = 1 ;il, := ILor ifp 2 and /?.I,, 3 /3.\,i and jv = the largest index 
such that /3x,,, 3 p.z,,%-i (21 PxrZ 0 ,BY,, otherwise. Then we define TK 
as the element obtained when replacing in R, ST;. lx (a~~,,)‘“)*. 
Since k E H, /3x < ,EIs,~ and because of our choice of < this implies 
/3x @ ,kz,. Thus /3xl,. 1 /3.v and consequently, Tk E k;., TTk = k. For the 
same reason, /3x @ p.yij* when jr = p. Hence setting x’ = X~,*-~ (= x if 
j* = I), x = slj+, s” = .T~,*+~ (= s if j* = p) one has always /3.x’ @ fl.? 
and /3x” @ /3?. From the definition of Y it follows that 
Y(X’, f) (Y(2, ,))“l,* Y(2, x”) = -Y(X’, aa) (Y(cyf, lxf)yJ* Y(ct.2, x”). 
This shows that pk + pk = 0 and concludes the proof. 
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